
Bible Study Guide
OBSERVATION
• Pray before you begin.
• Read the passage several times.
• Ask “Reporter’s Questions”
 - Who
 - What
 - Where
 - When
 - Why
 - Wherefore  (so what?)
• Make note of sentence structure and 
grammar.

- Look for connectors that show thoughts 
dependant on each other.

- Notice verb tenses that show when or how 
the action is being performed.

- Pay attention to prepositional phrases that 
give additional information to the subject 
or verb.

• Look for the following “clues”
- Things that are emphasized.
- Things that are repeated.
- Things that are related.
- Things that are alike.
- Things that are unalike.
- Things that are true to life.

INTERPRETATION
• What literary style is this passage written in?

Exposition
Narrative/Bibliography
Parable
Poetry
Wisdom
Prophecy/Apocalyptic

• Have I observed all the facts? (content)
• What is happening before and/or after this 
passage that I need to know? (context)
• Are there any words or terms I should look for 

elsewhere in the Bible using a concordance? Are 
there any cross-references noted in my Bible to 
look up? (comparison)
• Are there cultural references that I need to 
understand more about? (culture)
• Would consulting a Bible dictionary, 
concordance, Bible handbook, atlas or 
commentary help me understand a term or 
event more clearly? (consultation)
• Are there any words that I could look up in the 
Strong’s Greek or Hebrew dictionary to help me 
understand the passage better or clear up any 
misunderstandings of language?
• Does this passage use any figurative language?

APPLICATION
• Questions to ask:
 Is there an example for me to follow?
 Is there a sin to avoid?
 Is there a promise to claim?
 Is there a prayer to repeat?
 Is there a command to obey?
 Is there a condition to meet?
 Is there a verse to memorize?
 Is there an error to mark?
 Is there a challenge to face?
• Look in the stories of the Bible for real-life 
principles. Then ask yourself, is there some area 
of my life where this truth is needed?
• Not all application is action. Application could 
be any of these:
 1. Something to KNOW
 2. Something to DO
 3. Something to BE




